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Abstract
This dissertation researches current approaches to photo sharing. We have found that
most current methods of photo sharing are not as compelling as traditional photo
sharing - with the increasing in popularity of digital photography, consumers do not
print photos as often as before and thus typically require a group display (such as a
PC) to view their photographs collectively.
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This dissertation describes a mobile application that attempts to support traditional

To

photo sharing activities by allowing users to share photos with other co-present users

e

by synchronizing the display on multiple mobile devices. Various floor control policies

ap

(software locks that determine when someone can control the displays) were

C

implemented. The behaviour of groups of users was studied to determine how people

of

would use this application for sharing photos and how various floor control policies
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affect this behaviou r.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Introduction

Photography involves recording images by means of capturing light on a
light-sensitive medium or sensor. Traditionally, film was used in conjunction with a
camera to record these still moments. The Kodak Brownie was a simple inexpensive
camera produced by Kodak. It popularised low-cost photography and was intended to

To
w

n

be a camera that anyone could afford and use. This was the start of "home
photography", where everyday people could capture memorable moments of their

ap
e

lives rather than just the occasional portraits captured by professionals. Home
photography included the anticipation of waiting for the captured photographs to be

C

developed. Once the photos had been developed, they were typically shared with

of

friends or family co-presently, where photos were passed around and stories shared

ty

of the experiences captured. Some consumers invest in photo albums to store and

ve
rs
i

organise their photographs and photo frames to display photos in their surroundings.
Chalfen [11] called this culture "Kodak Culture" which included the taking and sharing

U
ni

of photographs and video footage of special occasions for the home. This culture
involved the social interaction produced by photography whereby people would tell
stories and reminisce together, spontaneously triggered by these photographs.
The advancement in technology brought about the development of sensors which
allowed photographs to be recorded digitally. The manufacturing costs of these
sensors are now low enough for consumer digital cameras to be mass produced and
replace traditional film cameras. Digital cameras are now standard for new camera
consumers. Cameras are also now integrated in most mobile phones available today.
With the increasing popularity of digital cameras and camera phones, many
9

consumers are now replacing their traditional film cameras with those that can capture
photos in digital format.
Capturing photographs in a digital format has many advantages over film cameras:
photographs can be captured at close to no cost; instant review of a captured photo is
possible; the medium (memory card) used to store these photos can be reused; many
more photographs can be stored on these memory cards compared to film and these
photographs are extremely portable and can be duplicated and shared almost

To
w

n

instantly at little or no cost. The disadvantage of digital cameras, however, is the
decrease in consumers printing their digital photos; and thus the social experience of

ap
e

sharing photos in the traditional way has decreased commensurately.

C

1.2 Digital Cameras and Mobile Devices

Digital cameras are increasingly becoming standard for capturing photos [47]. Many

of

mobile devices and mobile phones are now equipped with colour screens that can be

si

ty

used to display photos. These displays are typically small and are only really

ve
r

designed for personal viewing. In addition to music, the iPod which is the most

ni

popular mobile music player in the world [56] now allows you to store and display your

U

photo collection.

Most mobile phones now come with an integrated camera and high resolution
screens. The quality of these cameras is constantly improving and manufacturers are
now selling camera phones as digital cameras (e.g. Sony Ericsson Cyber-shot
phones). These camera phones are starting to be used as personal flipbooks to view
photos captured by consumers [31].

10

1.3 Current Sharing Solutions
For digital images captured by cameras and camera phones, there are many options
for sharing these images. The desktop computer screen is typically used to show
photos to a larger group when in a social gathering; however, this is inconvenient as
the group is required to go to the screen to view the photos rather than bringing the
photos to the group. Many cameras can also be connected to a television set and
photos can be viewed via the large lV screen. These extemal displays are usually

n

inconvenient when wanting to share photos outside the home. Research on

To
w

co-Iocated photo sharing solutions include tabletop displays [1] and Balabanovic's

C
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e

Story Track [4]. Tabletop displays allow for more social interactivity when sharing,
however, does not address the problem of portability. Balabanovic's StoryTrack
makes use of a tablet PC, however it is limited to sharing photos with only a small

of

group of people.

ty

Other photo sharing research and services for photo sharing are targeted at remote
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sharing. Typical remote photo sharing includes using a desktop computer to send
photos to others via e-mail and upload images to websites such as flickr, myspace,

U
ni

facebook, etc. and other photo sharinglblog type websites. Photos captured with
camera phones can be shared with other mobile phones by transferring them via
infra-red, Bluetooth or MMS. Photos can also be posted on the intemet via these
devices to various mobile photo sharing websites and mobile-blogs. These services
are great for sharing photos with remote people, but do not support the enjoyable
social activity of co-present photo sharing.

1.4 SCOpe and Objectives
With these new digital cameras and camera phones, consumers are capturing more
photos and sharing them more frequently. Using websites to share photos are great
11

solutIOns provided you are not intending to share ilnages with lnulti,"e co-present
people, We know from studies such as Kindberg [311 and Frohlich [24j1hat co-present
~imultaneous

sharing is a desirable social activity. To achi eve this with current

CameraS and camera phones one must connect the device to some external dis,"ay
This is, at best. inconveni ent when meeting wi1h friends in a home, pub or restaurant
Most people now possess a rnobile phone which essentially includes a personal
display. We were therefore inte rested in pursuing an approach whereby

a~y

user in a

n

group could broadc~st an imag e onto the scree ns of other mobile devices th at be long
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to other people in that group
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1.5 Research Questions
Two main questions drove our research design:
•

Would people really be interested in seeing someone else's photos
on a mobile device - or will the screen simply be too small to be
engaging? We wanted to determine whether users would find sharing
photos in this way compelling and usable and whether there is a viable

n

solution to co-present photo sharing with digital photographs. Would the

w

natural interaction such as storytelling and reminiscing that occurs with

To

traditional photo sharing still occur with our system? How does our system

•

ap
C

might our system produce?

e

compare to sharing photos in the traditional way? What other behaviours

How should the system manage the social interaction - should

of

anyone be allowed to broadcast an image at any time, or does control

rs
i

ty

need to be moderated through some convention such as token

ve

passing? Since it is possible for all users to interact with the displayed

ni

photos, we wanted to determine if users could coordinate themselves

U

without including any strict poliCies. Since this system will be used for social
purposes, it is important to understand the possible conflicts and how users

can interact with each other.

1.6 Significance of Research
The need for photo sharing software that supports engaging and compelling
experiences have been identified by numerous researcher papers [24][4][43][14].
Most photo sharing software available today does not target simultaneous co-present
sharing. Sharing photos in this manner is a desirable activity [24][14] and thus our

13

research will pursue a new interaction technique to support co-present sharing. The
prototype developed as part of this work is intended to promote co-present sharing
that supports, and possibly improves on, the social activities found in the traditional
method of sharing photos.

1.7 Methodology
This research will be based on human-centred design techniques, specifically

n

Interaction Design. Preece et al. describe interaction design as "designing interactive

To
w

products to support people in their everyday lives" [51]. Jones and Marsden [35]

Understanding users

•

Developing prototype designs

•

Evaluation

of

C

•

ap
e

describe three main types of activities involved in effective interaction design.

ty

Understanding users involves having a sense of people's capabilities and limitations;

ve
rs
i

gaining a rich picture of what makes up the detail of their lives, the things they do and
use. To understand our users, background research on traditional and current photo

U
ni

sharing practices will be conducted. This will help us understand how and why people
share photographs and how the advancement of technology affects that.
Developing prototype deSigns involves representing a proposed interaction design in
such a way that it can be demonstrated, altered and discussed. For our prototype, we
research and discuss various issues involving the technical side of implementing our
system.
For the evaluation of our prototype, we review various methods to evaluate our
system and propose our experiment design. Initial evaluations include heuristic

14

evaluations and pilot study. Thereafter our experiment will be conducted. With our
findings, our prototype will be refined and another experiment conducted.

1.8 Overview of Dissertation
The following chapters follow that of the interaction design methodology used.
•

Chapter 2 describes our background research to understand how users share
photographs traditionally and in our current digital age.

that manage the interaction between users.

Chapter 4 describes our evaluation of our prototype. It also includes the details of

ap
e

•

n

Chapter 3 describes the design of our prototype and various floor control policies

To
w

•

our second refined refinement prototype and evaluation.

C

Chapter 5 describes our major findings and relates them to our research

ve
rs
i

ty

of

questions. Possible future work is also described here.
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2 Background
Home Photography
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2.1

i~

the main

rs
i

, ComrroJ nicstion of experierlCe"

rea~on

for "hming ph<ltos [11]_ 0 roe ot the

ve

most Common and ert:='ya~e ~ses for photograplls is to share stories abocll

fo~nd

anthro~ogist

Richard Chalfen

U

ni

experiences, travels, frier>:Js snd family, This ''s what

whie studying the fUrlCtlOns of home photography_ He identified that home

ph<ltography is a partk:ular type of priJCtice that is corx:erned with the cceation and
utii'lZation of pictorial artefS(:ts in the context of the h<lme These artefS(:ts include
~nap"hot~, fan~ ly

albums,

Chalfen describes five
•

~Iides

example~

and h<lme videos
of photograpll

u~e

[38]

Silared ph<ltographs - people like to share photos w',th the family, friends or
c~leag~e~

1"

•

Household photography - photographs within the home (on walls, furniture,
etc).

•

Work photography - snapshots that are taken and displayed at wOrk.

•

Wallet photography - family snapshots kept in wallet.

•

Tourist photography - photographs taken when travelling.

From these practices, it was revealed that photographs act as social artefacts that can

n

trigger affective processes [38]. Photographs often recall memories that emotionally

To

w

affect the viewer, provoking emotions such as happiness, sadness or anger. This

e

suggests that sharing photographs is a social process that connects people together.

ap

Koskinen et al. [33] also identified photos being used as a tool for remembering. They

C

point out that remembering consists of stories which create closeness within a small

of

circle of people and that browsing photographs is a group activity which brings about

ty

the feeling of connectedness among participants.

2.2.1

ni
ve
r

si

2.2 Conventional Paper-Based Photo Sharing
Photo-talk: Storytelling and Reminiscing

U

The term 'Kodak Culture' was defined by Richard Chalfen [11], who identified this
group of people as those who typically share photographs or video footage of
traditional subjects such as celebrations and family holidays. Those in the Kodak
Culture enjoy engaging in photographs and telling stories about them. They share oral
stories around photographs with others who can share and build on their narratives.
Frohlich called this naturally occurring conversation 'photo-talk'.
Frohlich and his colleagues studied conventional photo-sharing practiCes. They
established that people organise their photos in albums for social purposes or events
17

[24]. They identified two categories of photo-talk. Storytelling photo-talk occurred in
conversations where photos were shown to others who were not there at the time the
photos were captured and hence did not share the memory represented by the
photos. The value of storytelling was found in communicating status, experience and
wisdom to others. They also found that in situations where more than one person who
shares the memory represented in the photo is present, this storytelling often
becomes a collaborative project. Reminiscing photo-talk occurred in conversations

n

when sharing photos exclusively with members of the original "capture group". The

To
w

value of reminiscing is found in the recalling of the details of the experiences with

ap
e

others.

Crabtree et al. conducted an ethnographic study on 22 families in the UK to

C

investigate the collaborative use of paper-based photos in the home environment [14].

of

The researchers found that photo-talk is an "achieved feature of collaboration" where

ty

the use of photographs is usually coordinated by the participants from some central

ve
rs
i

point (table, sofa, floor, etc). This central point acts as a mutually accessible region
where people can gather around and view photographs.

U
ni

It was observed that photographs do not only act as conversational resources for the
holder of the photographs, but are also conversational resources for the other
partiCipants as well. The partiCipants may ask questions upon viewing a certain
photograph of the holder and raise conversational topics that may result in the telling
of a story. This behaviour was also observed by Frohlich who found that not all stories
relate to the photographs at hand. It is thus noted that having a flexible group view of
photographs is important where the collaborative use of photographs is concerned.
Crabtree's findings echoed Frohlich's findings that sharing photos exclusively with
members of the original 'capture group' resulted in reminiscing talk. This involved the
18

recalling of detai ls of the experiences , jointly 'finding ' Ihe memory logether, only to
leave the memory unelaborated. It was rale to find members of the original caplure
group to re-tell stories thai Ihey have experienced logether, Th is shows a mulual
under!;tanding or common ground in conversalion _
CrabTree et aI. identifi ed thr.... essenti..1compon ents for accomplishing photo-t.. lk
The organization of photos for ready retrieval

2

The manipulation of the collection

3

The production of an account that gives the photos in hand the" particu lar

To

w

n

t

e

meaning

ap

The nature of storytening is based on 'recipient design' which was identified by a
Thi ~

meant that stories were

C

number of researchers such as Chalfen and Frohlich.

of

told differently dependi,,\! On to whom the story was being told . These conversations

ni

ve

Gestures
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2.2.2
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display an orientation and sensitivity to specific co-participants_

Fro hlK:h [24) a nd

B alabano ~iC

[4) noted that partic ipant s want to pOint at things wh en

talking abo ut photos Crabtree and his col le agues di scu ss these gestural practices
(i.e. pointing , tapping, etc) and their im port ance to the productio n of accounts. Th ey
deten nin ed that th ese gestures highlight objects fo r perc ept Kln an d dra ws attention to
what is being talked about. It also gives photog rap hs their sellse of refererc e or
meaning whil e sharin g photos with co-present others.

The move to the digital age

n

2.3

To
w

Initially in dustry focused on facilitating home developille nt of photo s [241 Thi s
incl uded the deve klplnent of digital cameras, photo scanners and photo-quality
emulated

conv entional

ph otography

e

printe rs w hich essentially

in

the

home

C
ap

environment SuPrxxt fa storage. sellding and sh aring photos Oillin e lat er starte d to
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Co_Present Sharing
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Digital photaographs are generally viewed OIl personal corrp uter (PCI Screens as this
is typic ally where digital photos are downloaded. stored and managed

These

photographs are viewed v'la image viewers or image database products such as
ACDSee [21. PK:assa [491. iPhoto [28j and Adot>e Photoshop Album [3[, These
applications were developed to be used on a single desktop PC which typically does
not facilitate shared interaction (i.e.

typical~ oo~

one person is ill cOl1trol of the PC

while others just watch). thus other approaches have been pursued

n

Tabletop Interfaces
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2.3.1 1

-

.. -
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'

•

Shen et al presented a photo viewer called the 'photo digital historian that supports
conversalional multi-person viewing wit1 an errphasis OIl storytellil1g [61]

Their

research showed that labletop displays are >deal for cot laborative tasks as people can
sit arourtd the ~able and all face each other, rather than crowd around a desktop or
small handheld dev'lCe It is sLJggested that the tradihol1al interface is I>Ot well suited to

.,

support collaboration because it forces people to face in the direciion of the screen.
This design assumes that people

w~1

always be viewing objects from roughly the

same direction and angle Recognition of this importance of physical orientation has
led to the development of circular tabletop interfaces that enable users to push photos
arOUld the table and orient them to one anothf!r [63]
Apted et al. explored photo sharing for the elderly using the tabletop intelface [1] The
research focused on here was on design guidelines to make tabletop interfaces highly

To
w

StoryTrack
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2.3.1.2

n

learnable and usable for both yourJg and old users

f ~ "'" 2.0. Story T,ae' i n octiOll

f< I

A prototype device called StoryTrack that enables digital photos to be used in a
manner similar to print photos for sharing personal stories was developed ]41. The
prototype addressed two different modes of interaction

1.

Sharing of stories locally, that is, with at least one other person present and
viewing the same photos;

2.

Sharing of stories remotely, that is, by sending someone a set of photos
along with some commentary

This was achieved with a mobile device that could be passed around like a regular
photo album to view digital photographs. Balabanovic et al. state that sharing photos
in a natural setting requires a portable device that can be used in different locations

To
w

n

throughout one's home. The devices should also be large enough to show photos at a
size similar to regular prints viewable by more than one person. It is also mentioned

ap
e

that control should be easily passed from one user to another. The device used for
their prototype was a tablet PC. Balabanovic et al. avoided using a touchscreen or

C

pointing device as input as people point at pictures when talking about them and using

of

the same gestures to control the device might be confusing and produce unexpected

ty

behaviour.
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From their observations of their evaluation, Balabanovic et al. identified two different

1.

U
ni

styles of storytelling.

Photo-driven: this is where a subject explains every photo in turn, the story

prompted by the existing sequence of pictures. This type of storytelling was

typically found when sharing photos with remote users.
2.

Story-driven: the subject has a particular story in mind, then gathers the
appropriate photos and recounts the story. This type of storytelling was
typically found when sharing with co-present users.

The conclusion of this paper is that this device demonstrates that digital photos can
be used to support some of the same kinds of sharing practices that people enjoy with
23

print photos. Participants could pass the device around to others and also physically
rotate the device if desired. One complaint however was that the device was found to
be too heavy for most users.

2.3.2 Online Photo-Sharing
Online photo-sharing initially included practices such as sending photos via e-mail
and posting photos on websites. Miller et al. examined digital photographers' photo

n

practices [43]. Their research focused on the online photo-sharing solution, Flickr.com

w

[21]. Flickr.com is a website that allows users to store, search, sort and share their

To

photos online.

ap
e

They identify two distinct classes of users, the digitally adapted 'Kodak Culture' and

C

another group that they have termed 'Snaprs'. Miller et al. acknowledged that Kodak
Culture practices still takes place with digital photographs and wanted to determine

of

whether sites like Flickr.com support these practices. The term 'Snaprs' was given to

rs

ity

the group of users because of their common membership in a Flickr group and their

ve

unique practices which were bound to Flickr-specific capabilities.

ni

Snaprs were found to be more of the hobbyist photographers, who upload photos to

U

Fllckr and give comments and critique to their fellow Snaprs' photos. Snaprs often
took photos at least once a week. The reason for Snaprs taking photos was centred
around the taking of pictures, not the sharing of them. Snaprs typically upload their
photos to a website such as Flickr, to share with a community of people they do not
know personally. The photos taken are more of an artistic nature rather than personal
photos and are focused on improving their photo-capturing technique. Kodak culture
participants on the other hand took far fewer pictures (once a month or several times
a year). The photos taken were typically of holidays or trips to archive these events
and share with their social network of family and friends. The primary method of
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sharing remotely for Kodak Culture people were via e-mail while snappers preferred
sharing their photos via the Flickr website.
Miller and his colleagues found that Flickr type websites enable global photo-sharing
between strangers and encourages the formation of online communities around
different photographic styles or subjects. This works well for Snaprs, but not for Kodak
Culture photographers. Kodak Culture photographers wanted to share stories with
existing family and friends and were found to prefer offline sharing practices and

w

n

printing their photos. E-mail is the method closest to supporting remote sharing for

ap
e

shared rather than simply added to an online folder.

To

Kodak Culture people. An e-mail message is intentional, in that photos are actively

Vronay et al.'s research investigated why sharing digital photographs on the internet

C

is not as compelling as sharing photographs face-to-face [64]. They found that this

of

was related to the importance of emotion in the computing experience. Importance of

ity

emotion in photo-sharing practices was also identified by Koskinen [33]. Photographs

rs

trigger memories, which trigger emotion. Photos are about people and their stories

ve

which are not supported when sharing photos on the internet. The following are
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problems Vronay identified related to internet photo-sharing websites:
•

The uploading of photos to the website is tedious

•

There is no easy way to attach voiceltext annotations.

•

You cannot highlight or point at items on photos.

•

Annotations are typically generiC and less emotional as you cannot provide a
different annotation for different people.

•

When browsing through photos yourself, there is no information as to which
photos are most interesting.
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Vron8)J and his colleagues designed and implemented an application called
PhotoStory to annotate and cinematize (adding motion and sound) a set of
photographs. This included voice annotation as speaking while sharing photos is a
natural and socially expected noted by Chalfen. They also included the ability to zoom
on various sections of the photos that the annotation was referring to which acted as
an analogue to gestures. The software focused on narration, emphasis and visual
effects. The application produced a video file which could then be sent to others via

n

e-mail. Their results conclude that this approach is more compelling than the standard

To

w

approach of using still photos. Motion and voice was found to work best when used
together (rather than static photos and text). The only disadvantage noted was that
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some of the emotional warmth and spontaneity is lost.
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2.4

Multimedia Messaging
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2.4.1

The Rise of Camera phones
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Miikela et al. ran a lieid study with a prototype mobile device that sellt images to other
participants wireiess~ [39J

U

p/lOlles alld was part of a

This was Prior to the release 01 COrTmercial camera
~odlJct

concept deSign done in Maypole. The Maypole

Project was a two year Project with the European Initiative on Intelligent Information
Interfaces

The research initial" locused on children and their social behaviours

[12[[25]. These observatiolls would be used to inspire new ·>:i eas about using
communication technology. This prototype allowed participants to

captur~

and save

digital images. edit images by adding transitions to a set of images. add sound effects
and selld their creation to other part c ipants They found th at this type 01 image
sharing supports socialization but does not support practk:es from conventional

photo-sharing. The practices found during this field study were of photo-creating,
creating stories, art and expressing affection echoing 8alabanovic's photo-driven
practices. This result whereby photos were used to tell stories with images, rather
than about images was further supported by Kurvinen's research [34], who studied
how people use multimedia messaging with their mobile phones.
Koskinen et at found similar results. They describe a study in which several groups of
users were given digital cameras and mobile phones capable of sending images over
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a wireless network [33]. Their aim was to determine how real people sent mobile
images. They found that images were sent several times, but the text that frames it

e

and gives it a plot is changed for different recipients (recipient design). Images were

ap

captured to create stories for jokes and teasing (8alabanovic's photo-driven

C

practices). They commented that there is a lot of interest in technology when people

of

can use it to entertain people.
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Kindberg et al. conducted an in-depth study to determine how and why people use
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their cameraphones [31]. The result was a 6 part taxonomy describing the way
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images are used for personal, affective and functional use.

Affective

Functional

Social

Individual

Mutual

103

Absent Friends

63

Personal

120

Experience.

(35%)

or Family.

(21%)

Reflection.

(41%)

Images used to

Images used to

Images used

enrich a shared,

communicate

for personal

co-present

with absent

reflection or

experience

friends or

reminiscing.

(either in the

family (either in

moment or later

the moment or

as a momento)
Mutual Task.

11

later).
Remote Task.
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Personal Task.

29

Images shared

(4%)

Images used to

(8%)

Images used to

(10%)

with people

help

support some

co-present in

accomplish a

future task not

28

support of a task

task by sharing

involving

(either in the

with remote

sharing

moment or after

family. friends

the event).

or colleagues
(either in the
moment or
later).

Table 2.1. A taxonomy of image capture, showing numbers and proportions of images by category (31).

Images found on subjects' phones were mostly photos that subjects had captured
themselves rather than received from other people. The participants reported using

w

n

their cameraphones as personal f1ipbooks of images. When it came to sharing. most

To

image-sharing took place face-to-face, almost always on the phone's screen but
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occasionally by direct phone-to-phone transfers or MMS. This behaviour was further
re-enforced by Van House [62], Solovaara [55] and Ballagas [5]. Photos captured

C

which were initially not intended to be shared were sometimes still shown to others on

of

the phone screen. Sharing photos face-to-face was described as casual and

ity

spontaneous in that sometimes it meant passing the phone to someone else or

ve

rs

swapping phones with a friend.
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When it came to printing, only 12 of their 34 subjects reported printing photos

U

captured or received on their phone. The most common social reason reported for
capturing an image was to enrich a mutual experience by sharing an image with those
who were co-present at the time. Kindberg established that the reason why sending
photos was not more frequent was due to the expense, complexity and poor image
quality.

2.4.2 Remote Sharing
With the increasing popularity of camera phones. a number of online services have
emerged to support mobile photo-sharing. These services included uploading photos
29

to mobile blogs and photo-sharing websites. There are numerous studies based on
remote sharing on mobile devices such as MobShare[13], Flipper [59], Mgroup [55] as
well as commercial products such as Pictavision [50]. These services are intended to
offer

visual

sharing

which

represent

a

type

of

ambient

virtual

co-presenceltelepresence[31] whereby others know what a particular person is/has
been doing by viewing the photos being posted.
MobShare and Flipper took the photoblogging approach. Photoblogging systems

To
w

n

provide a way to publish mobile pictures on the web and allow visitors to comment on
the published pictures. MobShare included the ability to form new viewer groups and

e

picture albums on the fly. Flipper attempted to automate the photoblogging process by

ap

automatically sharing pictures with fixed predefined "buddies" and organising the

C

photos according to who the sender was. This automated sharing requires the user to

of

decide what not to share rather than what to share. Mgroup differs slightly to

ity

MobShare and Flipper in that it supports the collective creation of media stories that is

rs

created and shared with a group of friends.

CSCW/Groupware Classification

U

2.5.1

ni

ve

2.5 CSCW and Groupware

This research might be broadly classified under the area of "Computer Supported
Collaborative Work" (CSCW). Fouss and Chang [23] identify the ambiguities of
CSCW and groupware classifications. CSCW deals with issues involved in group
work and how technology can support the process. This term has been debated as an
inappropriate title for the research field. Fouss and Chang mention that the typical
complaint is that the words themselves are too restrictive and that strict adherence to
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the actual meaning of the phrase does not encompass the whole area of research that
has come under the umbrella term CSCW.
A better term to describe our work is "Groupware" which has also been scrutinized,
but less so than CSCW. A general accepted definition for groupware would be any
application that in someway supports group activities. The problem identified with this
definition is that it is too broad and encompasses many types of applications such as
network operating systems and e-mail.

To
w
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The most common characteristics used to classify groupware are those found in the
time/space matrix.
Same Place

e

ap

(Co-Present)

Different Place

Same Time

Face-ta-Face Conversation

C

(Synchronous)

Post-it note

Different Time

Telephone
Letter

of

(Asynchronous)

(Remote)

ity

Table 2.2. The Time/Space Matrix

rs

Synchronous groupware assists a group of individuals in working together at the

ve

same time. Asynchronous groupware supports communication and problem solving

U

ni

among groups of individuals who can contribute at different times. Same place means
that individuals are in the same location, e.g. conference room. Different place means
that individuals are either in different geographical locations or simply not in the same

room.
Another characteristic Fouss and Chang use to classify groupware is based on the
method used to coordinate activity. Groupware coordination can be sequential,
parallel or reciprocal. Sequential groupware only allows one member to be actively
working on the project at any given time. The active member can pass the control to
another member, who can then work on the project. Parallel groupware allows
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members to work independently on a part of the project simultaneously. With
reciprocal groupware multiple group members are working together on a part of the
project.
Fouss and Chang define a groupware taxonomy by describing groupware
applications and the functionality they provide. Their taxonomy include Messaging
Systems, Coordination Systems, Conferencing Systems, Group Decision Support
Systems, Multi-User Editors and Collaborative Programming. The groupware that

w

n

seems to have the most potential in supporting storytelling is that of conferencing

To

systems. Fouss and Chang describe the main purpose of conferencing systems is to

meeting groupware are based on

ap
e

provide or enhance synchronous communication. Most co-present synchronous
Single Display Groupware (SDG)

and

C

What-You-See-Is-What-I-See (WYSIWlS) applications.

SDG

of

2.5.1.1

ity

Single Display Groupware typically includes a large display that multiple participants

ve
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can interact with. These include the tabletop interfaces discussed earlier as well as

U

display.

ni

other systems that are used to communicate and share ideas using a central shared

The Xerox Liveboard is a directly interactive, stylus based large area display [19].
Each member interacts with the board using a Liveboard Pen. This pen can be used
to point from a distance and interact with the Liveboard by directly interacting with the
display. A participant may possess his/her own Liveboard Pen or the pen can be
passed around to hand over the floor.
The Pebbles Project focused on creating applications to connect multiple PDA's to a
main computer [44]. The project investigated the use of such applications in the
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context of co-Iocated meetings. Pebbles Draw [45] was a shared whiteboard
application that allowed all of the users to send input simultaneously from the PDA's
while sharing the same PC display. RemoteCommander allowed users to control the
PC's mouse cursor and keyboard input using a PDA
Rekimoto also investigated the use of multiple mobile devices with a digital
whiteboard [53]. With his system each participant possessed his/her own mobile
device (PDA). This device was then used as a personal toolbox where various tools

w

n

can be selected. The participant can then interact directly with the digital whiteboard

To

using the tools they have selected.
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2.5.1.2 WYSIWIS

C

Conferencing aids are applications used to enhance an existing conferencing system
and are often part of desktop conferencing applications. The two most common

of

examples of such applications are whiteboards and application sharing programs,

rs

ity

which essentially use the WYSIWIS method for collaboration.

ve

Whiteboard applications present all participating users with a window in which they

ni

can place text and graphics information. As changes are made all user views of this

U

window are updated in real-time. The window becomes shared scratch pad that
allows users express, organise and share their ideas. Microsoft Netmeeting [42],
Microsoft Live Messenger [41] and CU-SeeMe [16] have whiteboard utilities as
components.
Application sharing programs are utilities that allow a user to activate an application
on their desktop and share it with the people in the conference. Depending on the
application sharing software other users may only be allowed to view the work or can
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actually be given control of the application. Microsoft Netmeeting [42] and Live
Messenger [41] allow applications to be shared.
For application sharing, collaboration transparency systems provide the shared use of
existing single-user applications. They are used to collaborate legacy applications that
were developed with no support for collaboration in mind. These systems support
synchronous collaboration. Wrth these systems, each participant would have an
identical view of the running application and an opportunity to interact with it. [7] [8]
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[2S]

2.5.2 Handheld CSCW
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Schmidt and his colleagues explored possible contribution of handheld computing in

C

the field of CSCW and suggest new application domains in CSCW [SO]. They focused

of

on the extent to which co-located CSCW has been addressed and found that most

ity

CSCW research were focused on Remote CSCW. They proposed that handheld
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devices can provide new solutions for co-Iocated collaboration in synchronous as well

ve

as asynchronous scenarios.
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Schmidt et al. noted that the distinguishing feature of co-located co-operative work is

U

that the participants are close enough together to communicate directly. Mobile
technologies hold the potential to setup ad hoc and low cost computer supported
meetings, not relying on dedicated rooms and environments. The requirement for
meeting support technology can be lowered if personal devices rather than shared
equipment constitute the user interface.

2.5.3 Requirements for Photo Groupware
Frohlich et al. have studied the requirements for groupware for sharing photographs
[24] They take a look at the strengths and weaknesses of past and present technology
34

to give recommendations on future photo applications they call 'photoware'. Four
categories of photoware were identified based on time and place.
SAME TIME
SAME PLACE

DIFFERENT TIME

Prints

Shoeboxes

Slides & projector

Album & frames

CO·PRESENT SHARING

ARCHIVING

Photo viewing software &

CD·ROM

devices

PC filestore
Photo website & Blogs
Mail

REMOTE SHARING

SENDING

Application sharing

Email attachment or website

n

Telephone

To
w

DIFFERENT PLACE

Instant messaging

reference

Video conferencing

Internet photo frames

e

MMS

ap

Table 2.3. categories of photoware with example products and services - adapted from [24]
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Frohlich et al. interviewed eleven PC-owning families about their use of conventional

of

and digital photos. These families partook in completing photo diaries and recorded

ity

photo-sharing conversations over a three-month period. From this study they have

rs

identified that out of all the methods of interacting around photos, sharing photos in

ve

person (co-present sharing) was described as the most common and enjoyable. This
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ni

was seen as a way of re-creating the past and reliving the experience with others who
were there at the time. [24]
The families did organise their conventional photos in albums for social purposes or
events. However, very few families reported systematically organizing their digital
photo collection on the PC. The reason for this was that they never saw the PC screen
as a convenient device for synchronously reviewing and sharing those photos with
others. Many of their participants also reported being "turned off' by the notion of
looking at digital photos on a computer screen when sharing with friends and family.
[24]
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From their analysis of remote-sharing they have found that people are already
successfully exchanging digital photos with each other asynchronously via e-mail, but
reverting to the use of the telephone in order to discuss them live with remote
partners. From this study Frohlich et al. recommend considering ways of building on
the foundation of printed photo sharing rather than replacing it with forms of
screen-based photo-sharing. [24]

n

2.6 Summary and Design Implications

w

Chalfen identified photographs to be social artefacts that are used to trigger memories

To

and emotions. Sharing photos is a group activity which brings about the feeling of

ap
e

connectedness between those who the photos are being shared with. Conventional
photo sharing where stories are shared with friends and family was defined as the

C

Kodak Culture. This culture is important as the practices found here seem to be the

of

most enjoyable social interactions when sharing photographs. The main interaction,

ity

photo-talk, includes storytelling and reminiscing. Crabtree and his colleagues

rs

identified three components for photo-talk, two of which can affect the design of our
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prototype. The first component is that photographs need to be organized in such a
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way as to be ready for retrieval. The second component is that the collection of photos
should be easily manipulated.
With the development of digital cameras, the cost of taking photographs was no
longer an issue. Portability of photos was drastically improved and various new
methods and possibilities of sharing photos have been developed. The traditional way
of sharing digital photographs was via the PC screen. Users typically did not organise
their digital photographs as the PC screen was not seen as a convenient device for
synchronously reviewing and sharing those photos with others. Online photo-sharing
websites allow users to post photos and comments online to share with remote
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friends and family. It was found that sharing photographs this way was not as
enjoyable as conventional photo sharing. Vronay and his colleagues tried to
determine why sharing photos this way was not as compelling as sharing photos
face-to-face. They found that sharing photos online with text annotation does not
convey the emotion and storytelling as sharing photos face-to-face.
With the increasing popularity of mobile phones and advancements in camera
technology,

industry began integrating digital cameras with mobile phones.

w
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Consumers can now take digital photos at any moment they desire and send these

To

images to their friends almost instantaneously. Research was conducted to determine
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the behaviours of photo sharing with these new devices. It was found that photos
were not sent very often. This was due to the expense, complexity and poor image

C

quality. When photos were sent to remote others, it was found that the stories told

of

were mostly photo-driven rather than story-driven [31]. It was also established that

ity

mobile phones were being used as personal flip books and that most photos were

rs

shared with co-present people on the mobile phones screen.
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Attempts at photoblogging from cameraphones were also pursued. Photoblogging
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systems provide a way to publish mobile pictures on the web and allow visitors to
comment on published

pictures.

These services supported

ambient virtual

co-presence which gives users a sense of closeness by knowing what their SOCial
network of friends or family are doing, however this method of photo-sharing does not
support photo-talk.
Existing photoware constrains the "communication of experience" which is the main
reason of photo sharing. The printing of photos and the creation and organiSing of
photo albums were identified to be for social purposes by inducing photo-talk.
Photo-talk is best achieved and most enjoyable when sharing photographs
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co-presently with others. The design for our photo-sharing prototype will therefore
build on the foundation co-present sharing.
Current digital co-present solutions included the tabletop interfaces and Balabanovic's
Storytrack [4]. Tabletop interfaces are great for sharing digital photos, but lack the
portability and no commercial tabletop interfaces are currently available. Balabanovic
stated that to share photos in a natural setting, a portable device is required and
should be large enough to show photos at a size similar to regular prints. The

To
w

n

application that will be developed will be for a PDA device. The screens found on
PDAs are generally larger than typical mobile phones and only slightly smaller than

e

regular jumbo prints.

C
ap

It was identified that gestures are an important component in storytelling. Gestures
highlight objects for perception and draws attention to what is being talked about.

of

Highlighting and drawing attention to objects will be an important aspect in the design

ity

of our application. PDA devices include a touch screen interface for photo

ve
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manipulation, which we believe to be promising for supporting digital gestures.

ni

Crabtree and his colleagues suggest that new interfaces need to augment and

U

support the production of accounts, the telling of stories and thus support the
conveyance of experience. USing this background research as our inspiration, it
seems clear that the next generation of photo sharing application should allow users
to share photos in an ad-hoc way without involving external pieces of technology such
as computers or monitors or group displays. As most people carry a device capable of
displaying digital images (in the form of a cameraphone) it seems sensible to develop
an application that could broadcast an image amongst co-present handsets. Using a
variation of WYSIWlS, this will provide flexible group view for all participating users.
WYSIWIS applications are naturally synchronous and sequential which we believe to
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support the very nature of photo-sharing and photo-talk. This application will fit in the
handheld groupware classification and will be co-present and synchronous in the
CSCW time/space matrix. Assuming that this can be achieved technically, the
problem remains of broadcasting images in such a way as to support the type of
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social interaction that users experience with print photographs.
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3 Design and Implementation
3.1

Background

Recently, more mobile devices are defaulting to Wi-Fi and toucl'l-screen technology
as standard. Many of the new Nokia Nand E series include Wi-Fi. Using Wi-Fi, data
can be transferred quickly between multiple co-present devices and also be used to
connect to the internet. Some fully touch-screen mobile phones include the LG Prada

w

n

phone and the Apple iPhone. Touch-screens allow for changeable interfaces and

To

additional types of input such as pointing at icons on the screen and drawing. The

e

iPhone as well as many Windows Mobile phones include both touch-screen and Wi-Fi
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capability. We have thus chosen to use PDA devices with fully touch-screen displays

C

and Wi-Fi capability as handset surrogates.

WYSIWIS
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3.1.1
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Berry et al. point out that collaboration often relies on all group members having a

ve

shared view of a single user application [8]. WYSIWIS (What-You-See-Is-What-I-See)

ni

applications allow a group of users to share an identical view of a running application.

U

This allows for collaboration where each participant has an opportunity to interact with
the application. Greenberg [26] discusses the responsibilities for view-sharing
software that must be considered during its design and evaluation. These
responsibilities include maintaining consistent shared views, managing floor controls
between participants wishing to interact with the system and allowing participants to
gesture and annotate around shared views.
In order to bring collaboration to these applications, each participant should be able to
interact with the application. Greenberg mentions that social protocols is a reasonable
way of controlling casual sharing of applications between small groups of about 2 to 3
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participants, provided that the consequences of accidental simultaneous interactions
do not lead to major complications. More advanced floor controls are suggested as
the groups become larger.
In the literature, there are two main types of WYSIWIS systems described [7][8]. Strict
WYSIWIS forces all viewers to share the exact same view that the presenter sees
despite their role in the group. Berry et al. mention that this conflicts with the different
needs of the presenter and audience. Relaxed WYSIWIS includes a public and

w

n

private space as you do not always want people to see everything displaying on your

To

screen, thus depending on your role, all partiCipants will have similar but non identical

e

views.
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Brinck and Gomez [10] studied the contents of office whiteboards after they had been

C

used in conversation to better understand the use of artefacts in communication. They
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discovered that whiteboards are used to present and discuss various classes or
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artefacts that they call "conversational props". The whiteboard was seen as a medium
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in which these props are introduced and manipulated. This study lead to the

ve

development of a prototype remote WYSIWIS multi-user drawing tool called the
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Conversation Board. This was essentially a shared white board application designed
for geographically separated people. The Conversation Board allows each partiCipant
to have his/her own custom view (relaxed WYSIWlS). Only the canvas is shared
identically between all users.
From their studies, Brinck and Gomez also found that typical office conversations
involving a whiteboard included only 2 or 3 participants. They point out that it is
unclear whether this will continue with digital whiteboards as physical interference is
no longer an issue. The limitation to the number of users partaking in whiteboard
conversation is limited by the computational power and a need for good response
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times. For WYSIWIS collaboration, policies to determine when and what participant
can interact with are needed.

3.1.2

Coordination Policies

The coordination among participants and the control of collaborative tools largely rely
on conscious following of social conventions/protocols [37]. These conventions seem
to be largely implicit but usually well understood by participants [9]. Social groups are

n

coordinated by these conventions/polices. These polices are implemented in

w

groupware as rules called "coordination policies". Coordination polices include rules to

To

determine access control, concurrency control and floor control. Li et al. point out that
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many of these social rules are better built into the software as mechanisms to ensure
that they are followed by all collaborating participants while some others are better left

C

to the partiCipants as social protocols to obtain more flexibility [37]. Social protocols

of

are used in face-to-face encounters. They are flexible and encourage collaboration
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but it is difficult to guarantee that they are followed. Li and his colleagues found that
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this is not a major issue with small face-to-face group meetings especially when
people are familiar with each other [17]. Boyd described floor control as the problem
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of managing interaction among users of an application [9]. We are interested in the
interaction that occurs when using our prototype, and thus will focus on floor control
policies.
Dommel and Garcia-luna-Aceves defined floors as "temporary permissions granted
dynamically to collaborating users in order to mitigate race conditions and guarantee
mutually exclusive resource usage" [18]. Floor control polices deal with conflicts within
shared works paces by regulating tum-taking. It is a user-centred concept and
implementations should follow user expectations and the constraints imposed by the
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system and the network. The ultimate goal of floor control policies is to allow for
maximum synergy in the cooperation among subjects [18].
Floor control polices are divided into 2 categories. Explicit policies require participants
to deliberately request and release control. Implicit policies automatically requests
control for participants, triggered when a participant generates input events. Crowley

•

Implicit request with explicit grant

•

Implicit request with implicit grant

w

Explicit request with implicit grant
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•

e

Explicit request with explicit grant
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•

n

et al. [15] described 4 variants.
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Out of these 4 variants all are explicit policies, except for the last. Dommel and
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GarCia-luna-Aceves suggest using explicit poliCies for real-time interactions and
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implicit policies for asynchronous task completion. They also mention that the
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absence of any limitation on the floor-holding time could result in competition for floors

ve

resolved by social protocols [18].

•
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Greenberg presents some examples of floor control policies described below [26]:
Ring passing: The current host must explicitly release control before anyone else
can assume it. Tension can arise between a participant who will not release
control and others who wish to acquire it.
•

Pre-emptive: Any participant may grab control of the floor at anytime. This can
lead to excessive interruptions in an aggressive conference.
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•

Time slices and time outs: A person may have a set time-slice for control after
which the floor is taken away from him. The floor can be released for anyone's
acquisition if the current controller has been idle for a time period.
Moderated: A designated participant may act as a chairperson who is

•

responsible for passing control to the other participants.

3.1.3

Networking

n

Wireless interconnectivity is becoming something of a de facto standard on mobile
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devices. Most current handheld devices have the ability to wirelessly connect to other
devices within close proximity, a feature explored in a number of research projects
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such as Push!Photo [54], Push!Music [29], TunA [6] and Collaborative Games [57].

C

Through ad-hoc networking, Push!Music and Push!Photo share music and photo files
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with other users in proximity. TunA is a mobile peer-to-peer application that allows
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users to share their music locally in a synchronised way. It allows users within the
Wi-Fi range to connect and listen to the same song at the same time. The method of
connectivity

is via

an

ad-hoc

802.11 b wireless network connection.

The

ni

implementation of collaborative games in [57] also connect via a peer-to-peer wireless

U

ad-hoc networking using the Open Trek platform [58]. From this research, it seemed
that using Wi-Fi ad-hoc networking was quite flexible and efficient and thus we
pursued this technology to implement our prototype.

3.1.3.1 Multicasting
If the same data needs to be sent to multiple recipients, a typical packet would need to
be sent individually to each user. This approach produces a lot of overhead and the
latency increases with the number of recipients. For real-time data, this performance
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is not acceptable. Multicasting is the transmission of a packet to a subset of the hosts
in the network. Multicasting offers two important benefits to network applications [37].
•

Efficient multi-clestination delivery

•

Robust unknown destination delivery

Each multicast address identifies a host group. A group of hosts listening on this
address will receive a packet sent to that address. These packets are delivered with

n

"best efforts" datagram reliability. The service interface imposes no restriction on the

w

number or location of hosts in a group. Hosts can join and leave groups at will, with no

To

need to synchronize or negotiate with other members of the group or with potential
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senders to the group. [17]
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Li et al. proposed COCA (Collaborative Objects Coordination Architecture), a generic
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framework for developing evolvable collaborative systems based on IP Multicasting
[37]. This architecture was developed for desktop PCs on a wired network. COCA
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allows for various roles and rules to be defined for each participant. The rules define

ve

the coordination policies which can easily be changed thus allowing the policy to

ni

easily evolve. A moderator role is required to manage floor control. These defined

U

rules are interpreted by the COCA Virtual Machine (VM) which Li and his colleagues
point out to be a potential problem with this architecture. All messages and media
streams to and from each participant will run through the COCA virtual machine which
could cause a decrease in performance. This architecture seemed to work well, but
one problem mentioned with this architecture, is that packets are delivered with "best
effort" reliability and thus packets are not always delivered.
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3.1.3.2 Reliable Multicasting (RM)
The main problem identified with multicasting is that packets sent are not guaranteed
to reach their destination. In literature, there are a number of techniques that can be
used to overcome this inconsistency in acceptable bounds.
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) provided reliability of typical unicasting. It has a
point-to-point model of communication and is impractical to modify for multicasting.
TCP works by sending acknowledgement packets (ACKs) containing an identifying
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sequence number for every packet correctly received. Implementing this technique in
multicasting could result in an "ACK implosion" [20] that would overwhelm the sender
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with ACKs from the many receivers in the group. There is currently no "one size fits
all" reliable transport protocol for multicast as different multicast applications have

C

widely different requirements for reliability. Pullen suggests mechanisms that can be

Continuous update of state data at frequent intervals: reliability comes from

ty
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combined to achieve RM under specific circumstances. [52]

Negative Acknowledgement (NACK)-based reliability: Any practical network
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•
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the built-in redundancy in human interpretation of the media.

will deliver successfully many more packets than it drops, so the first step

toward RM is to use a negative acknowledgement when data is not
received, rather than a positive acknowledgement when data is received.

•

Heartbeats: A problem with NACKs is that, unless messages are sent at
regular intervals, there is no way of knowing it has missed a message until a
subsequent message is received. A solution to this problem is to send a
periodic "heartbeat" message at a low rate. The heart bears the sequence
number of the last message sent, and is used to trigger a NACK where
appropriate.
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•

Retransmission: The requirements for RM implies that at some point the lost
data must be transmitted again. In multicast file transfer it is possible for the
NACKed messages to be retransmitted at the end of an initial, complete
transmission of the file.

Ngadi and Doherty [46] and Floyed and his colleagues [22] implemented and
prototyped a distributed whiteboard application using reliable multicast techniques.
These systems proved to be scalable, portable and had reasonable performance.
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From this research, multicasting seems promising as a viable solution to use in the
application we intend to develop.

Design Implications

ap
e

3.1.4

C

From the literature surveyed, it seemed that our conceptual design for an application
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that can broadcast an image amongst co-present handsets is possible. This
application will use a form of relaxed WYSIWIS to share a display of photos. The
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photos will be broadcast to other handsets using IP multicasting. From our
background research, it seems that social protocols have been observed to be
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effective in small groups of about 2 to 3 people or groups where people are familiar
with each other [10][27][17]. Li et al. also mentions that SOCial protocols can add more
flexibility. For this reason, we will implement a two floor control pOlicies (implicit and
explicit) as well as include a "free-for-all" mode to determine if social protocols are
effective.

3.2 Interface
Using a PDA to act as a cellular handset surrogate, the prototype was developed for
HP iPAQs with build-in 802.11 b wireless cards using the .NET compact framework
2.0. The fundamental aspect of this application would be an interface to view and
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navigation~1
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s~lecte d,
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Th e thumbn ail brows e r is based on that of iPAQ Image Zon e Whe n a thumb nail is

imag es and pan th e ln by dragging the stylus on the main ar~a. A n a~i g ational
thllmbnail was also

impl ~ m e nt e d

user of th e section of th e

Brinck and

Go~z

imag ~

to assist with panning the image and notifying the

that is curr ently beir.g

in the main dis pl ay

i&:ntity that gestllring is sOIM:thlng that is orten

face-to-fa ce conversation [1 O[ Th ey not e that
g ~ stur e _

display~d

p e opl ~

don ~

n

con t~xt

of

orten lI se d sketc hin g in o rder to

This is suppo rted by Cra bt ree et al. who su gge ste d supporting gestures by

implelne nting

·t~ l e pointi n g'

and

't ~~ painting'

. '>

[14] A

point~r

that allows lI sers to point

at various objects on the screen as well as the ability to draw on the photographs was
implemented to support gesturing.
To connect to a multicast group, the connect button must be pressed (~. When
connected, the degree of WYSIWIS only extends to the photo displayed on the main
display area. PartiCipants have unique views of tool bars , image manipulation tools
and thumbnail browsers.
For each user, only the main display area will act as a WYSIWIS canvas. The
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thumbnail browser will only show photographs stored on the users device. Each

To

participant can choose to hide/show his/her own thumbnail browser and toolbars.
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Heuristic evaluation

3.2.1

C

A heuristic evaluation was conducted on this prototype interface with usability experts.

The thumbnail browser initially displayed six thumbnails across the width of
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The result was minor changes made to the interface.
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the screen. These were identified as relatively small for a user to identify the

ve

details of a specific photo. The application was modified to display four

•

U

ni

photos across the width of the screen, and thus present larger thumbnails.
The loading of thumbnails while scrolling/browsing through images was also
identified to be a bit slow and would thus seem unresponsive to the user.
Pre-rendering the thumbnails on load time and storing them in a cache was
implemented to solve this problem.
•

The bottom toolbar included two icons that represented drawing tools (#)
and zooming tools (p). These icons were identified as possibly confusing
for a user. This was changed to a single icon
tools.
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(AI) to

represent all image

•

The rotslion icon wss seen as possibly confusing as it wss not the standard
rotation icon used in most applications This icon wss changed from this
(0) to this ( -'l l )

•

The "clear drawings" icon was
spray bottle

(71). As

in~ially

represented by a squeegee snd a

the size of an icon was 16 by 16 pixel s, this could not

be illustrated effectively and was confusing, This was chsnged to represent
a simpler "car window wiper" ( 7 ) as th e icon.

To

walkthrou~h.
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more detailed interface
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Figure 3.3 shows our interfsce after the heuristic evaluation. Refer to Appendix 1 for a

3.3

Floor Control Policies

The user that is in control d the display broadcast is determined by a floor control
policy. 8egole et sl indicate that explicit poliCies diminish participants feelings d
involvement in the collaboration as it !TI<lkes turn-taking apparent and interrupts the
flow of activity 17] This is echoed by Greenberg who describes explicit floor control
'il

mechanism

~chel'rl€s

as unduly contrived and restrictive [26] We chose to implement

three fiCXJr contml policies to determine wh ich type of policy best fits the req u irements
for photo sharing We chose to implement one explicit policy, one ifT1l licit policy and a
free-for-aillm de to determine

whet~r

wcia! protocols can be effective ir this high"

social interaction. Dornrrel and Garcia-Luna-Aceves

~ uggest

that when US'lng floor

control p:llicies. current control status needs to be shown ]18]

Foc ail of the

implemented fioor control policies, a method to Klenlify floor control status has been
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·Implemented. Dommel and Garcia-Luna Aceves also mention that certain properties
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or functions could be exempt from being floor controlled depending upon users or the
session purpose. Photo sharing naturally leads to people pointing at things. We
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considered the ability to point at objects On photos without having to hold the flCXJr

hold the floC( or not
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important. thus we have allowed the pOinter to be able to be controlled by all users
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With this policy. the user that possesses the host tokel1 has full control over the
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other users by pressino the "requ est host

button, The host will then receive a messag e to notify hi miher that a user is

requ esting th e host token. The host Can the n Bither rel Ba sei deny the host token This
an explicit lloor control policy and reflects Crowley' ~ explicit request, explicit grant
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3.3.2

Red '"'a Con-,-ol '

~

.....
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.

With this policy initially a user is given control of the dispiay once heish e performs a
control oction. A control action is ally actiol1 that would manipulate th e di splay (i.B
pan. zoom. rotate, draw, etc) This user will retain control lor three seconds after
hi s/her last control action II no control action is perfornlBd for three ·secOl1ds another

user can take controt of the display by performing a control action, Users can identify
when they are blocked from taking control by a notification icon that is displayed in the
corner of the screen. When this red circle is displayed, it means that the user is
blocked from performing any control action, When no circle is displayed, it means that
heJshe is free to maniputate the display. The button usa:::! to "request host" in the host
token protocol also changes to reflect control information A red icon (~ means that
control is blocked for the current user. A green icon (~ means the user may now
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attempt to perform a control action , Three seconds was chosen as, in an initial pilot,

To

this was the maximum length of time users could look at an image before becoming
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bored This is an implicit floor contr<;> policy and reflects Crowley's implicit request,
implicit grant variant.
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Ad-hoc Poli(:y
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3.3.3

Fog"'. 3. r. Ad_hoc Policy, • • user> c.n ,jm.Jloneousl)'

,.m oOOlroi dot.

With this policy any uSer can control the display at anytime. The motivation in
implementing this protocol was to determine if users can coordinate control socially
without any software locks. It is anticipated that a social protocol would emerge to
organise any chaotic behaviour that is expected,

3.4 Implementation
Synchronising the display of all listening devices was achieved using IP multicasting.
Devices can connect/disconnect from the show at any time. Other devices are not
affected as multicasting does not require devices to know about other listening
devices. A messaging system was developed to co-ordinate floor control using this
method of communication. Floor controls are all managed within independently
running instances of our application.
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When a device connects, a message is broadcast to determine if there is any current
host on the multicast IP chosen. If no host responds, the device declares itself as the
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host. If a host is found, the device is sent the current show data to synchronise with

C

the show. The host of the show can select which floor control policy to use.
When the host-token policy is active the device that possesses the host token is

of

allowed to broadcast photo and control action data. VVhen the three-second policy is
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active, this causes devices to be blocked from broadcasting data for three seconds
after the last control action packet has been received. Using the ad-hoc policy, photo

U
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and control data can be broadcast from any device at any time. Messages from all
users are merged into a single stream on a first-come, first-served basis. Greenberg
suggests that this is the simplest approach. He notes that this seems chaotic, but can
work well in practice [26].
It is antiCipated that photo manipulation data will be sent frequently. Reliability will be
achieved using this frequent stream of data and including complete photo Orientation
data in each packet. Host request/release packets are sent multiple times to increase
reliability. This seemed to work well in preliminary trials. File transfers without reliable
mechanisms were implemented. Files seemed to be sent in a reasonable (1 second)
amount of time. Since multicast has "best effort" reliability, occaSionally photos would
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be corrupt due to lost packets. From the literature surveyed, it is recognised that
reliable multicast file transfer is possible. We have not implemented this as we can
simulate reliable file transfer by copying the photographs on to all the devices before
running the experiments.

3.5 Summary
A simple prototype has been developed to broadcast photos and control actions.
Using

multicasting,

the WYSWIS canvas is synchronised with

acceptable
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performance. Three floor policies have been implemented, explicit, implicit and
"free-for-all". In our next chapter, we will evaluate these policies and how they affect
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interaction amongst a group of friends.
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4 Evaluation
4.1

Background

Evaluation is used to understand how a product islwill be used in its intended setting.
Observation (watching and listening) techniques can be used to evaluate prototypes.
Preece et al.[51] mention that the key aspect of evaluating is involving appropriate
users. For laboratory studies, these users must be found and screened to ensure that
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they fit the intended target population. The tasks that are assigned to these users
should also represent those for which the prototype was designed. Prior to running an

ap
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experiment, a trial run/pilot study should be conducted to identify any potential
problems in advanced. [51]

C

It is important to have goals and questions to guide an evaluation and give focus to an
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observation. The data that is collected is qualitative and requires understanding users
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by behaviour patterns observed [51]. Evaluating collaborative systems designed for
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entertainment is challenging as success is not defined in terms of productivity and
performance, but in terms of enjoyment and interaction [40]. Mandryk and Inkpen [40]
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studied collaborative computer games and found that these systems support
interaction with the system rather than with each other. They note that even when
players sit side-by-side, they still tend to interact with each other via the interface.
Mandryk and Inkpen state that emotion is important to design when the primary goals
are to entertain the user and that traditional objective measures used for productivity
environments such as time and accuracy, are not relevant to collaborative play. They
note that recording gestures, body language, and verbalizations is a rich source of
data which can be used for evaluation. [40]
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4.2 Experiment Design 1
4.2.1

Experiment Design

The objectives of our experiment are to determine
•

whether our prototype can support interaction and communication between
partiCipants to create engaging experiences
what social behaviours this application will produce/encourage

•

how floor control policies affect the social experience

w
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•
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To achieve these objectives, it was decided that a naturalistic observation would be

e

conducted. Naturalistic observations are typically used to observe users in their
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natural environment/setting [51]. For our experiment, we will use a controlled setting

complete any specific tasks.
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and observe how users would naturally use our system without requiring them to

Frohlich [24] notes that storytelling

occurred in conversations where photos were shown to others who were
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phot~talk

phot~talk.
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Our prototype was designed to support

not there at the time the photos were captured and hence did not share the memory

U

represented by the photos. Crabtree et al. [14] and Frohlich et al. also found that
sharing photos exclusively with members of the original 'capture group' resulted in
reminiSCing talk where it is rare to find members of the original capture group to re-tell
stories that they have experienced together. From these studies it was decided to use
groups that consisted of four friends, three of which shared an experience together
and captured a reasonable amount of digital photographs. The fourth friend would not
have shared the same experience and had not seen the photos before. We chose
only one friend to be excluded to maximize the number of photos that were available
for sharing. The use of friends within a group will allow us to investigate the effect of
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the system as realistically as possible. Using this combination of participants, we
hoped to provoke both reminiscing as well as storytelling photo-talk.
The groups were asked to bring about 60 photos of the experience that the three
friends have shared. For this experiment, the group was to talk about their
photographs with each other. Users were observed using video cameras and human
observers in the room. Prior to the experiment, a tutorial was conducted to show the
users how to interact with the application. They were also been given some time to
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explore the application on their own.

To

For the experiment, each user was presented with their own Pocket PC. The photos

e

were preloaded on their devices. The users were told that they would be given about
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15 minutes to talk about their photos using each floor control policy. The experimenter
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would notify them when the floor control policy was to change.
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For each group, the floor control pOlicies were tested in different orders as to eliminate
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any learning effects or fatigue effects for a specific policy. After the experiment, a
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group discussion was held to ask the users various questions on how they felt about

ni

the application and the various floor control pOlicies.
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Prior to all our experiments, the partiCipants were told that they were being recorded.
Concession forms were given that stated what the recorded data would be used for.
Participants were notified that it was the system that was being tested, not them, and
that they are free to leave at anytime during the experiment if they are feeling
uncomfortable for any reason.
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Pilot
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4.2.2

ve

The pilot group consisted of friends that went on an overseas trip together. They were

ni

all university stlldents and all owned a camers phone. During tile tutorial. there were

U

no difficulties from the users in understanding how to use the application or the floor
control pol>cy concepts
From the pilot. the fourth friend. 1I1at was not part of the orj;Jinal capture group,
assisted in generating storytelling photo-talk as intended CoIlsborative story tEO ling
and occasional rernini5cing talk was als.o observed
There were some minor issues identified relating to the interface with regards to the
access of 1I1e exit button and connecting/disconnecting from the show. These buttons

were placed on the main tool bar and were accidentally pressed from time to time. A
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Experiment 1
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slight rn:xIification to the interface was made, to make these actions less accessible.

The groups consisted of various combinations of males and females in their late teens
or early twenties. The photos that the groups used were of a day outing, rock climbing
and a party. With each of the groups, a user started by taking control of the display
and storytelling their photos to the fourth friend that was not part of the experience.
While the user conducted the storytelling, others in the group attempted to explore
if/how they could contribute.

Host-Token

n

4.3.1
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With this policy, the storytelling of photos and control of the display was very

To

organised. Users seemed to enjoy having full control over the display, storytelling their
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photos without worrying about being interrupted. With this policy, collaborative

C

storytelling observed by Frohlich et al. [24] did emerge. When a member of the
original capture group wanted to add a comment to the story, he/she would ask the
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host to manipulate the image on the display to highlight what they wanted to comment
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on. When the fourth friend wanted to ask a question relating to an object in the
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photograph, he/she would also ask the host to manipulate the image to focus on what
he/she wanted to ask about.

U

Some interesting behaviour was observed when paSSing the token. Users tended to
pass the token verbally/socially. When the host was notified that a user was
requesting the host token, he or she would ask who requested the host and usually
deny the request. If the host was verbally asked for the host token, the host was
usually more likely to release the host token. Participants found it entertaining to
obtain the host token as it gave them full control over what their friends see.
Some users wanted to release the host token before another requested it, since
he/she did not want to control the display any longer. However this was not possible
as the method of passing the host token was not implemented this way. This led to the
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host asking other participants whether they wanted the host token. With one of the
groups, another problem was observed with the host token policy. One user
constantly tried to obtain the host token by constantly requesting it. The host did not
want to release the host, which meant he had to constantly deny the request. This
seemed to irritate the host, which eventually led to him releasing the host to the
requester.

n

4.3.2 Three-Second
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Storytelling persisted using this policy; however, the user telling the story and the user
controlling the display were occasionally two different people. This was due to the
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automatic release of control three seconds after the last control action of a temporary
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host. Some participants gained control without wanting control, as they constantly had
their stylus on the screen. Users that wanted to control the display seemed to start
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getting frustrated as they were always being denied the control. Users would wait for
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the notification when control was released and try to manipulate the show, only to
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realize someone else obtained control before them. This led to the users asking
whoever was in control to manipulate the display. When a user wanted to take full

U

control over the show, he/she would ask the current host for control. The host would
then pronounce that he/she has stopped manipulating the display and that the
requester can take control. When verbally asking for control, other participants in the
group did not try to grab control. One group found it entertaining to keep control of the
show, and would constantly manipulate the image so that he/she did not lose control.
This group found keeping control highly entertaining and named this "game" that
emerged "battling".
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4.3.3

Ad-hoc

Using this mode, the participants all tried to manipulate the image and found this
mode very chaotic. Users tended to stop storytelling about their photos and instead
everyone started to try and manipulate the display as much as possible. This was
generally in the form of drawing on the screen, typically trying to tease a co-present
friend that was in the photo. The friend being teased would then try to find a photo of
the others, or draw on the other co-present users captured in the photo as a
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response. Since there was no software lock to determine who had control over the
display, all users could simultaneously manipulate the display. This seemed very
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chaotic. However, within this chaos, all the users seemed to be enjoying this form of

Group Discussion
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4.3.4
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interaction the most.
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The majority of the subjects typically did all their photo activities (viewing and sharing)
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using a PC. This included viewing photos with their friends via the PC screen and
sharing photos on the internet (online photo albums, blogs, e-mail). The interface of
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the application was found to be easy to use - they mentioned that the icons used to
manipulate the display seemed familiar and thus intuitive. All the users enjoyed the
synchronized shared display aspect of the application and agreed that they would use
this type of application in real world situation. The only concern was the compatible
devices for using this application. Drawing on the photographs was the most enjoyed
feature of the application.
Almost all the users preferred the host-token policy as with this policy users have the
most control of the display. They disliked the three-second policy as they did not know
who was in control, and they could not always obtain control when they desired. They
mentioned that with the ad-hoc mode, things were too chaotic. Even though the
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host-token policy was preferred, all users agreed that a choice of floor control policies
would be best as the other policies could be useful for other situations.
The users were asked how this method of sharing photos compares with sharing
printed photos. Most users did not print photos very often. If they did, they typically
only print the more meaningful photos. Using this application, they could also share
the photos that they would not normally print. The only criticism mentioned of using
this method is that the resolution and quality of the photo displayed is not as clear as a

To
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printed photo. The size of the display is also not as large as a typical printed photo.
However, these factors did not seem to detract overly from the users' enjoyment.
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4.3.5 Discussion
4.3.5.1 Host-token

of

From the post-experiment discussions, users stated that they preferred the host-token

ity

policy. The reason being that control was explicit and removed any ambiguity (i.e.

rs

they have full control over the display). From our observations, storytelling and

ve

conversations were very controlled and happened in a civilized manner. There was

ni

little confusion on determining who was in control during the interactions. The only

U

minor problem noticed with this policy is that users wanted to give up the host token
before another user requested it first. This could not be achieved as the host token
can only be released when it is requested. Our model requires that someone be in
control and that the same someone must give up control. To allow voluntary token
abandonment would mean that there is no one in control, allowing ambiguity to creep
back in.
With this policy, a combination of story-driven and photo-driven behaviours were
observed. The users' photo set was typically in a chronological order in the thumbnail
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browser. The user initially in control would start by displaying the first photo in the
thumbnail browser. They would then start describing the photo being displayed on the
screen (photo-driven). The next photo in the browser would then be selected and the
photo described again. While describing a photo, a specific story would come to mind
of the user. The user would then find the specific photos in the thumbnail browser to
display to enhance the storytelling (story-driven). The photos following that photo
were usually related and were displayed to continue with the story.
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Using this policy collaborative storytelling did occur, however participants that wished
to add narratives could not manipulate the display themselves. This resulted in these

e

participants asking the host to manipulate the display.

C
ap

From the observations and discussions, it is clear that this is the preferred policy for

of

storytelling behaviour.

ity

4.3.5.2 Three-second

rs

The main problem found with the three-second policy is that users could not obtain

ve

control when they wanted to. The user currently in control was also unidentifiable

ni

unless users resorted to asking the whole group "who's in control?". The interesting

U

behaviour observed with this policy is that a social protocol seemed to emerge to deal
with the ambiguities. Due to the confusion (i.e. not knowing who is in control and not
knowing when they will be able to obtain control), users started to pass control socially
by verbally asking for control and verbally telling someone that they will be releasing
control. In effect, the users were re-creating the explicit host-token policy described
above. This echoes Dommel and Garcia-luna-Aceves finding that absence of any
limitation on the floor-holding time leaves mediation of competition for floors to social
protocols [18]. For this application, it would seem that implicit policies (at least, the
way in which we implemented it) are inappropriate.
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Using this policy, storytelling persisted; however, the story-teller was occasionally
interrupted while telling the story, allowing another user would grab control of the
show.

4.3.5.3 Ad-hoc
The "free-for-all" mode was implemented to determine whether users could
co-ordinate themselves socially without implementing any software locks. When using

n

this "free-for-all" mode, the result was always chaotic as all users tried to
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simultaneously manipulate the display. This typically included multiple users drawing
on the display. Since users could draw on the display simultaneously, it was not

e

known who drew what on the display. In one of the groups, a user requested that each

C
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user use a different colour so that they would know who drew a particular drawing. No
signs of a social protocol emerging were observed. Storytelling was practically

of

abandoned. However, due to all users interacting simultaneously, and no one having

Conclusion
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4.3.6
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to wait for control, the users seemed to have the most fun using this mode.

ni

For our evaluations, the approach of using friends and excluding one friend from the

U

experience seemed to work out well. We generated a lot of discussion in the groups
and, by having many people with material they wished to share, we generated mild
conflict with users wishing to explain something more clearly than the person who
currently had the floor. Even though the users were in an unnatural environment and
knew that they were being observed, after using the application for a while, they
seemed to become more comfortable in sharing and talking about their photos.
Throughout the testing, none of the users seemed to get tired/bored from using the
application.
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From these observations, there seems to be two methods of interacting with photos.
•

Sharing and storytelling of photos is promoted by strict floor control policies.
Not only does this ensure better behaviour from the audience, but it allows
the presenter to focus on the story, knowing that their presentation will not
be hi-jacked. From the observations we took of the groups, the host-token
policy supported both story-led and photo-led interaction.

•

Teasing friends and the 'entertainment' aspects are promoted by the
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ad-hocl"free-for-all" mode. With the other two policies, users were willing to
accommodate the policies and work with them directly (host-token) or adapt

No attempt at structure could be maintained and the

C
ap

the ad-hoc mode.

e

them to their needs (three-second). This was emphatically not the case with

session deteriorated (or improved, depending on your view) into a form of

of

game.
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Therefore, one can conclude that applications of this nature which need to support

ve
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story telling should have some form of software locking built in - our experiments

ni

would indicate that the host-token policy is the most appropriate. However, the exact

U

form of the policy is not so important as we observed that users were more likely to
pass control when verbally asked for it.

4.4 Experiment Design 2
4.4.1

New Floor Control Policy

From our previous experiment we found two methods of sharing photos supported by
our prototype system. Each method is supported by a specific floor control policy. For
our next experiment, we wanted to implement a single floor control policy that
supports both methods of photo sharing. To achieve this, this new policy would have
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to incorporate the basic components that we believed supported these two methods
of interaction.
Co-present sharing is naturally social and thus using a social protocol to pass control
in this situation seems to be ideal. However, from our previous study, we found that
this seems to be promoted by built in software locks. VVe have chosen to modify our
host-token policy to promote a more social protocol as follows: The user that
possesses the token will have full control of the show. The host-request interface has

To
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been removed; however, the host will be able to release the token at anytime without
first having to receive a request. Using this method, other partiCipants will have to

e

request for the host verbally. ReleaSing the token will change the system to

C
ap

"free-for-all" mode. In this mode anyone can grab the token in a first-come-first-served
basis.

of

Incorporating the "free-for-all" mode when the host token is released, we hope to

ity

support collaborative storytelling. In our study, we have found that participants that

rs

wanted to add narratives to the story would typically ask the host to manipulate the

ve

display when wanting to focus on particular objects in the photo. When this occurs, we

U

ni

expect the host would release the token, to allow these participants to collaboratively
control the display while collaboratively storytelling.
This policy thus incorporates both the host-token policy and the ad-hoc policy without
users having to explicitly choose the desired pOlicy. From this we hoped to determine
if these two methods of interaction can co-exist with one another.
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4.4.2

Experiment Design

The objectives for our experiment are to determine
•

whether this policy promotes a more social protocol.

•

how users behave when having the choice of full control or "free-for-all"
mode.

•

how users react when the token is released without being requested by

To
w
n

anyone.

To achieve these objectives, a naturalistic observation will be conducted as in the first

e

experiment. Two groups were used which met the same requirements as before. To

ap

determine how users react when the token is released without first being requested,

C

we have decided to use a variation of constructive interaction [30].

of

Constructive interaction can be used to determine whether the basic concepts
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underlying a system are well understood by users and whether its implementation,

ve

usability, and utility are satisfactory [30]. Constructive interaction typically involves

ni

pairs of users assisting each other in completing a task. The relationship between

U

these pairs is important. Individuals can be used to engineer a situation that is guided
by one person.

One of the participants from the "original capture group" will be used as a plant. This
user would be briefed prior to the experiment on how to behave during the
experiment. The user will be asked to release the host token when he/she feels like
they have completed a story without explicitly notifying others that he/she is releasing
the token. Using this constructed condition, we hoped to identify whether users realise
when the token has been released. For this experiment the participants were given 45
minutes to talk about their photos. As with the previous experiment, a group
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d<scussion was held to ask the uSerS various questions on how they felt about the
application

Experiment 2

Group 1

U

4.5.1
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4.5

This group consisted of three females that spent their Easter holidays together. The
extra friend was a male. All participants were in their early twenties and owned a
camera phone

4.5.11

Observation

As w<th our previous study. a member from the original capture group obtained the
token and began describing photos (photo-driven photo-talk). Storytelling was a
collaborative effort between those of the orig<nal capture group who woold ask the

host to manipulate the image to comment on a part of the photo. The host decided to
release the token to change the system to "free-for-all" mode so that users could
manipulate the image themselves. This resulted in all participants trying to manipulate
the image and push photos on the display which all participants felt was too chaotic.
Due to this chaos, one of the subjects decided to grab the token to bring organisation
to the group. Participants reverted to asking the host to manipulate the image again.
The token was passed without explicitly asking for it. A subject would think of a photo

w

n

they wanted to talk about, and ask the host to push that photo on the display. The host

To

would then release the token so that the subject could grab the token and push the

e

photo that he/she wanted to show themselves. The token was requested verbally

C

shows evidence of story-driven photo-talk.

ap

when subjects had stories in mind and wanted to change the photo. This request also

of

When the plant released the host without explicit notification, the group did not

ity

recognise when the host was released and only realised when they noticed chaotic
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behaviour on the display and asked who was in control.

4.5.1.2 Group Discussion

U

The typical method of sharing photos in this group was via facebook, flickr and e-mail.
The group found the application easy to use. They mentioned that the notification
messages disappeared too quickly and that they could not read it fast enough. They
did not realise when the token was released as they stopped trying to read the
notification messages. All participants preferred someone owning the token as they
found the "free-for-all" mode too chaotic. They suggested possibly adding a timeout
mode where users would have control for a certain amount of time. They also
suggested adding an interface to request the host. The group thought that this type of
application could be useful in a real world situation if supported by more devices.
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Participants thought that this application was better than traditional print photos as
there are seemingly "multiple" copies of the photo and you cannot zoom and draw on
printed photos.

4.5.2 Group 2
This group consisted of 2 females and a male that attended a birthday party. The
extra friend was a male.

w
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4.5.2.1 Observation

To

This group found it entertaining to possess the token. They enjoyed having full control
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of the display. As with the previous study, photo-driven storytelling occurred initially
which later led to story-driven storytelling. It was also observed that other stories were

C

told that were not part of the photographs on hand. Storytelling was a collaborative

of

effort between those of the original capture group who would ask the host to
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manipulate the image to comment on a part of the photo.
The token was passed socially when requested by other participants. Other users did
not try and grab the token when the host was requested. When the token was

U

ni

released with out explicit notification, participants noticed this and tried to grab the
token before their co-participants. When the token was released by other participants
(i.e. not the plant), they explicitly notified everyone that they were releasing the token
if it was not requested first. The group noticed when the host was released which
excited them resulting in the entire group trying to grab the token first. The participant
who obtained the token would notify the other users. Participants usually kept control
until someone requested the token.
After a while, the group decided to use the "free-for-all" mode. In this mode image
manipulation started out as chaotic. Everyone stopped trying to manipulate an image
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and a social protocol started to emerge. This worked for a short time, but participants
reverted to having one user possess the host token.

4.5.2.2 Group Discussion
Participants typically shared photos via facebook or transfer via flash drives.
Occasionally, photos were printed or shared on a television set which acted as a large
group display. The group found the application easy to use. They enjoyed possessing

n

the host and being in full control over the show. They found the "free-for-all" mode

w

chaotic and that the system works better if someone has the host token. One user

To

mentioned, "I think once you get over the initial jokey thing, the free-for-all mode is

ap
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fine". The "jokey thing" that the user was referring to was the entertainment that users

C

found in grabbing the host as soon as it had been released.
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They disliked not being able to request the host via the interface and suggested
adding that as an improvement. Compared to traditional print photos, the group
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thought that this method was more flexible. They liked the fact that everyone can view

ni
ve

the same photo at the same time. They mentioned that with print photos, the photos
are usually passed around and the story being told does not necessarily relate to the

U

photo being viewed.

4.5.3 Discussion
With this new policy, we hoped to support both methods of photo sharing found in our
previous study. The storytelling behaviours found here were the same as those of the
host-token policy previously studied. Both photo-driven and story-driven storytelling
were observed as well as reminiscing photo-talk. The entertainment aspect f
observed here was similar to that found in the three-second policy in that users
enjoyed grabbing control when they could. This factor led to users not trying to
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collaborate using the "free-for-all" mode in this policy, and thus the teasing of
co-participants found in our previous study, was not observed here.
In all our studies, we observed collaborative storytelling. A problem identified with our
system was that, when this collaboration occurred, the other participants that added to
the narrative had to ask the host to manipulate the display rather than controlling the
display themselves. We wanted to support this collaboration by allowing the

n

"free-for-all" mode when releasing the token, however this did not seem to be suffice.

w

The passing of the token verbally/socially was observed using this protocol. However,

To

the groups still suggested adding an interface to request the host token. This echoes

e

Mandryk and Inkpen's [40] study on collaborative computer games that found that

ap

players tend to interact with each other via the interface even when sitting

C

side-by-side.
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The first group had difficulty identifying when the token had been released and only
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identified this by chaotic behaviour on the display. This could be a result in most users
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ignoring the notification message which is only displayed for three seconds. The
second group however had no problems reading the notification message, and thus

U

could identify when the token was released.

4.5.4 Conclusion
From our observations, our new policy seems to be an improvement over our
host-token policy. Users could release the token when they desired and were not
irritated by multiple interface requests. This policy did cause users to pass control
socially, however it seems that users prefer to interact with each through the interface
and wanted an interface to request the host. If this were to be implemented again, a
possible solution to multiple interface requests is to set a time limit between requests.
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With this new policy, the entertainment factor found in our ad-hoc policy was not
observed here. Users found this "free-for-all" mode chaotic and unpredictable. It
seems that the entertainment factor (drawing and teasing) found with this policy only
emerges when this policy is enforced and the subjects have no other software lock
options.
The token being released seems to be identified mainly by the notification message
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user, they do not realise that the token has been released.

n

that is displayed on the screen for a few seconds. If this message is ignored by the
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5 Conclusion
Our research was aimed at improving the social interaction of sharing digital
photographs by recreating the compelling experiences found in traditional photo
sharing. The basic elements that we identified to achieve this were mobility,
spontaneity and face-to-face interaction. From the literature surveyed, face-to-face
interaction previously has only been supported by SDG (Single Display Groupware).

n

We found this limiting as large displays were not portable and thus spontaneity can

e

that only 1 or 2 people can view the screen at a time.
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not occur and mobile devices that were used as the shared display were limiting in
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To tackle these limitations, we developed a prototype that was mobile, and supported

C

a large group of participants being able to view and interact with the shared photos

of

synchronously. This was achieved by allowing each participant to use their own
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device as their own personal display of the shared photos. The interaction was

rs

supported by various floor control policies which determined when a user could

Research Questions

U

5.1
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ve

manipulate the shared display.

To answer our research questions, two experiments were conducted. These were in
the form of naturalistic observations to observe and understand users' behaviours
with our system.

Would people really be interested in seeing someone else's photos on the
device - or will the screen simply be too small to be engaging?
From our observations, users seemed to enjoy themselves interacting with each other
and talking about their photos using our prototype. Many stories were told including
stories that were not related to the photographs available. From our post-experiment
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discussions with the users, they mentioned that this method of sharing photographs
has many advantages over traditional printed photographs. These advantages
include the ability to zoom, draw, and show all the photos in the collection - when
printing photos, only a selected set of photos are printed due to the cost of printing.
Another advantage noted by the users when using our prototype is that the stories
being told are the same as the photos being viewed. With traditional print photos, the
stories being told are not always about the photos in the hand of a given participant as

w

n

photos get passed around while stories are being told.

To

From our first experiment, we identified a method of photo sharing interaction

e

supported by our prototype which is unrelated to storytelling. This was in the form of

ap

entertainment. PartiCipants engaged in teasing each other by drawing on the

C

photographs. This resulted in all participants interacting simultaneously which

of

seemed to be highly entertaining for the users.
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How should the system manage the social interaction - should anyone be

rs

allowed to broadcast an image at any time, or does control need to be
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moderated through some convention such as token passing?
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Our first experiment was used to evaluate three types of floor control poliCies to
determine which best supports photo-sharing using our prototype. The three policies
included an explicit, implicit and a "free-for-all" policy.
The explicit policy, whereby the user that possesses the token holds control, seemed
to work best for storytelling. This policy allowed the host to constantly know when
he/she was in control over the show without worrying about others "stealing" control.
However, as only one user could be in control at a time, when collaborative
storytelling emerged, the other partiCipants that wanted to add narration had to ask
the host to manipulate the display on their behalf. One problem that all groups
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identified was that the host could not be released without being requested yet. This
meant that a user could not release the token when he/she did not want control any
longer.
The implicit policy allowed users to keep control of the display as long as they
performed a control action within three seconds of their last control action. Thereafter,
control would be automatically released and assigned to the next person who
performed a control action. USing this policy, the participants were both confused and

w
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frustrated as they constantly did not know who was in control and constantly being

To

denied control as someone else would grab control before them. From all this
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confusion and frustration, a social protocol emerged to coordinate control in more
orderly fashion. This policy also did not seem to support collaborative storytelling as

C

users continued asking the current user in control to manipulate the display on their

of

behalf.
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To determine whether users could socially coordinate themselves without any
software locks, a "free-for-all" mode was included. In this mode, all users could
interact with the display simultaneously. This mode led to storytelling among

U

ni

partiCipants to decrease and teasing and drawing on the photographs to increase.
Even though storytelling ceased, the participants seemed to have the most fun
sharing photos and socially interacting this way
From the results of our first experiment we found that our system does support
compelling collaboration amongst the groups. The policies implemented seemed to
give us a good idea in which software locks are needed to best support photo sharing.
We found two methods of photo-sharing that took place, storytelling and
entertainment. An explicit policy seems to work best for storytelling and a "free-for-all"
policy seems to work best for entertainment purposes.
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With our first experiment, none of our policies really seemed to support collaborative
Our second prototype aimed to support both

storytelling.

storytelling and

entertainment photo-sharing found in our first prototype as well as support
collaborative storytelling. To do this, we implemented a single policy whereby the user
that possess the host token controls the show. The host-request interface was
removed and the host-release interface was added for the host to release the token
when desired. VVhen no user holds the token the system changes to free-for-all mode

w
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whereby any user can control the display. In this mode, any user can also "grab" the

To

token giving them full control of the display. Implementing this policy, we envisioned
supporting the storytelling found in our previous host-token policy when a single user

ap
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possesses the token. VVhen the token is released, we anticipated both collaborative

C

storytelling and entertainment photo-sharing. Removing the host-request interface,

of

we also anticipated users passing control socially as from our previous experiment we
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found that users were more likely to release control when asked verbally.
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Observations from our second experiment showed that users preferred to be in full
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control over the show and disliked uncoordinated collaboration when in "free-for-all"
mode. They found "free-for-all" mode too chaotic and preferred a more stable

U

environment.

For our experiments we attempted to create a more relevant social setting between
participants as our prototype was designed for co-Iocated collaboration. From our first
experiment, we found that users were more likely to pass control to another user from
a verbal request even though requests were triggered via the interface. In our second
experiment, requests for control could only be achieved verbally. From our
observations this seemed to work as expected, however, from the post group
discussion, the participants suggested adding a request interface as an improvement
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in the application. It seems that users prefer to interact with each other via the
interface even when interacting face-to-face with each other. A possible reason for
this could be that when users request control verbally and the host releases control,
the requester is not guaranteed control. In our observations, the requester always
obtained control when the host released control, however, assurance of obtaining this
control might be preferred.
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5.2 Contributions
Our research describes both traditional and current photo sharing techniques. We
identified the social interaction of traditional photo-sharing and found that this

e

interaction is not supported by current available systems. We have developed a photo
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sharing prototype that uses WYSIWIS (What-You-See-ls-VVhat-I-See) on mobile

C

devices to support co-present photo-sharing. From the literature surveyed, this seems
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not to have been pursued before. Our research provides an insight to an alternative to
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shared displays focusing on photo-sharing and describes interaction ideas that could

ve

be used for other mobile CSCWapplications.
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5.3 Future Work

U

The entertainment factor observed in our first experiment was not observed in our
second experiment. It is possible that this behaviour only emerges when users are
forced to use the "free-for-all" mode. This mode was not used for a long period of time
by the participants in our second experiment and therefore the "teasing" behaviour did
not have time to emerge.
Throughout the experiment, partiCipants had enough photos to talk about throughout
the evaluation. It is possible that since there was always a photo to talk about, the
motivation of storytelling was overpowering the creative behaviour of "teasing".
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Increasing the experiment time or requesting the participants to bring less photos
could give different results.
If users were all from the original capture group, this could decrease storytelling and
increase reminiscing talk which could increase the motivation for "teasing" as all
members would be in the photographs.
The groups used in our evaluations were limited to four participants. The policies
implemented seem to work well with this group size. Using a larger group of
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participants might result in different behaviours emerging.

Our prototype was evaluated in a controlled setting. Different uses/behaviours could

ap

e

also emerge if users had time to use this prototype as part of their everyday lives.

C

For future work, all these factors can be tested by modifying our experiment slightly.
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Other future work could include adding more features to the prototype. Media sharing

U
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could be included where audio and video could be broadcast in addition to photos.
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Appendix 1
Ldt screenshot will represellt device A, and Right sCfecnshot device B.
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Startup Screen:

ity

Tooltar Buttons (from !<oft to right)·
ExIt: exits application

•

Drtions: charlge your user name and multicast group

•

Photo Folder: select th€ folder with the photos that yoo want to share

•

ConnectjDisconllCrl: green if connected. Yellow dot on top if you have the host

U

token.

ni

ve

rs

•

•

Request Host: used to request host tJken

•

Hide/ShoY.' Tnumbnail BraNser

•

Photo Tools: activates tools to loom, draw, rotate, etc.

•

Full screen: changes to full screen mode

'!.l
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Connecting :

ap

When connect button is pressed, the first user to connect will obtain t he host token.
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si

Loading T humbnails:
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This is identified by the yellow dot on the connect button.

Selecting a photo folder loads thumbnails in the thumbnail browser.
~

ill

photo:

e

To
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Sele(;ting

~creen .

C

ap

:;"Iecting a photo will se nd t he pi"loto to all ether devices aoo dlSpk'l y it on the ir
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ity
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Panning:

Pan the image my just dragging the imag e w ith t he stylus. Device B IS in f ull scree n
mode.
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Photo Tools:

ap

pr.oto Tools (from 1,,1t to right):
Rotate: Rotatl;5 imag<' 90 degr<>e5.

•

CI~ar: Clear5 drawing5

•

Line Wklth, Select Line width for drawing

•

P~n

•

Draw: Activate/Deactivate Pen

•

Pointer: u5<'d to point at thir>Js

•

8<'5t Fit: ZCXlms

•

Actual Size: zocrus image to actual s<ze of image

•

Zcom In

•

Zcom Out
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•

P~n
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Colour: Select Colour of

to fit scrwn
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imag~
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A simpl€ colour sel€ctor for drawing was implemented.
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Pointer:

Pointer can be used

to point at things in the photo .
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Drawing, Thumbnail Navigator:
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A simpl e drawi"". The t hum bn ail rla viga tor on t he Device A can be used to pan

of

C

images. It is di spla yed for 3 s.ecorxJs if you ta p the scrcc n
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Rotation, Coordination Control Selection:

Sim ple Rc:tahan. Me nu to select floo r control pol icy. Floor co ntrol po licy
chan ged by the user t hat posseS5eS the oost token.

ca n be

e
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Ad-hoc, Three Second Control:

ot~f
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I hree-Secooo Policy is selected Dev o::e B has 5elected a phct:o and it is displayed 00 all
devices. On Devk:e A, the red circle on the tc:p left corner t'lCprcsents that this
c ~ nnot

p:::lfOl"nl

~

control

~ ction.

When the eire "
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d{>vicc

d i S/! ppc~rs,

t he device will be

contro l "talus infcrmation.
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allowed to perfcrnl control actioo. The red and green oots on the trorurs also
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Appendix 2
Video Release/ Confidentiality agreement

Participants name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail/Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

n

I have been provided with information about the procedure for the Co-Present Mobile

To

w

Photo Sharing study and I am happy to take part.

ap

e

The handling of my data for this study has been explained to me. No notes or logs will

C

bear any information by which I might be identified. In addition, unless I agree to the

rs
i

ty

viewed by the experimenter.

of

Special Release below, any video or audio collected during the usability study will be

ve

I understand that I can with withdraw from the Co-Present Mobile Photo Sharing study

U

ni

at any point without prejudice or penalty of any kind.

o I would / 0

would not be happy for the Department of Computer Science to use

small excerpts of video from my seSSion for educational purposes. No excerpts would
be shown that could be construed as unflattering or embarrassing for me.
Signature:

Date: _ _ _ __

Experimenter's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

Experimenter's Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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